
Set-up Instructions

Set-up Instructions
For table top or standing 8ft backwall (shown)
1. Spread collapsed display out in all four directions - fabric graphic facing up
2. Connect apposing J-hooks around perimeter of display
3. Stand display up and connect remaining center J-hooks from behind
4. Velcro attach side graphic flaps to back hubs of display 
5. To break down repeat steps in reverse
Make Sure All J-hooks Are Disengaged Before Collapsing Display
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2. Connect the male end to the female end of all three light bar sets.

3. Hang the hook end of all the light bar sets on the 
center of each top section. Make sure light bars face the 
fabric back cover for best backlit quality.

4. Add pigtail cord connections and single power cord.

5. Attach the fabric back cover by starting at the top of one end cap 
bracket and continue accross the top to the other end cap bracket. Do 
the same for the bottom of the display. Complete the attachment of the 
fabric back cover by wrapping the rest of the fabric and attaching the 
velcro to all the endcap brackets on both ends.  

6. Attach the front graphic endcap portion to the exposed velcro edge of the back cover on the end cap brackets to 
complete the front graphic attachment to the VBurst display.

Hang light bars so the light faces the back cover.
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Make Sure to Unhook
ALL "J"  Hooks Before
Collapsing Frame!

  ANY RESISTANCE STOP!
Two  “J”  HOOKS

Are Still connected 

WARNING
AVOID DAMAGE!

ALL HOOKS MUST BE DISENGAGED BEFORE 
CLOSING FRAME.

FAILURE TO DO SO WILL DAMAGE THE FRAME.
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